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  SUB:Indian economic development 
Ch-Human capital formation in India 
 
* Problems in Human capital formation in India 
* Education as an essential element of Human resource development 
* Importance of education in Human capital formation  
* Need for Government intervention in education and health  
* Growth of education sector in India 
* Education still a challenging proposition  
 
Answer the following questions- 
a. Education is an important ingredient of growth.comment.  
b. Human capital formation increases the efficiency of physical capital. How ?   
c. How do Government organisations facilitate the functioning of school and hospital in India. 
d. Discuss the need for promoting women's education in India. 
e. What are the main problems of Human capital formation in India. 
f. Expenditure on information is a source of Human capital formation. Explain how?  
g. Is rapidly rising population a constraint in the process of Human capital formation? Write your 
observations. 
h. Do you agree with the statement that Human resource has developed into the main economic 
factor ?  
I. How is health a source of Human capital formation ? 
 
BUSINESS STUDIES 
  Ch: Principle of management 
 
*principle of stability of tenure of personnel 
:positive effects of this    principle 
:consequences of violation of this principle 
*principle of Initiative 
:positive effects of this    principle 
:consequences of violation of this principle 
*Principle of Esprit De Corps 
:positive effects of this                principle 
:consequences of violation of this principle 
*scientific management 
     (F.W.TAYLOR) 
*Scientific principles 
:Science, not rule of thumb 
:Harmony not discord 
:Cooperation not individualism 
:Development of workers to   their greatest efficiency  and prosperity. 
 
Questions for assignments 
1.what do scientific management say? 
2.who was develop the scientific management? 
3.what does stability of tenure of personal define? 
4.when a manager follow the principle of Initiative,then what is its result from the employee? 
5.Explain the principle of Esprit De Corps with the proper example..do you think is it better for 
organisation? 
 

 


